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advancement of forestry, played a major role in the establishment of the U.S. Forest 

Products Laboratory on the University of Wisconsin campus, and displayed a continued 

interest in the establishment of a state park system sharply distinguished from forests. 

During the period 1911-1915, Griffith added an additional 183,000 acres of forest 

to the Forest Reserves and approved the establishment of the Star Lake plantation in Vilas 

County - the first state plantation. 

While Griffith was continuing his efforts at building and funding a statewide forestry 

program, opposition from educators, the lumbering interests and northern legislators grew 

to challenge him and his programs. Griffith saw the Wisconsin forestry problem as 

extending far beyond the limits of the state forest reserve. He thought of this reserve as 

a place where he could demonstrate that forestry was a sound and practical undertaking. 

In 1915, a critical Legislative Committee report and ultimately a Supreme Court 

decision ruled forestry a work of internal improvement. The state laws regarding forestry 

and use of state funds to purchase forest reserve lands were declared illegal. All Griffith's 

programs except fire prevention and control, were-immediately halted. 

Griffith was assured that state forest land would remain forest lands, and after ten 

years of dedicated service, he left Wisconsin never to return again. He spent his remaining 

years in Connecticut and Florida, where he died on March 9, 1939 at the age of 67. 

In 1921 a joint resolution for the adoption of a forestry amendment to the 

constitution cleared the legislature. It limited the appropriation for forestry in any one year 

to the identical rate Griffith and ventured to seek in 1909. Forest tax reform, state forest 

nurseries, land zoning, a fire control program, and a combined recreation and sustainable 

forest industry were all programs Griffith advocated with vision towards the industry and 












